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A serial killer obsessed with the occult plays judge, jury, and executioner.

BURTON, Mary

BEFORE SHE DIES

Detective Ellie Hatcher will be forced to uncover the truth behind the mysterious death of a woman who appears to have killed herself. But after a local businessman is found dead, Darla learns that her boyfriend - and her temperamental large black cat Hamlet. A DROP OF THE HARD STUFF

BLOCK, Lawrence

Mystery PBK $17.95

HOLMES'S CONFESSION

CLARK, Cassandra

Mystery PBK $17.95

The anonymous hero of Laver Cab (1914) is pulled back into the drug trade before he can escape to a retirement in a hotel in Normandy, but in the shadow of London's low-life, Caribbean high life and Venetian drug cartels using machine-guns in Murano. Pulp Fiction's exclusive limited run of 2000. Laver Cab is now a stone-cold classic. Recommended.

FAN COUNTRY

CRIPPS, Edward

Mystery PBK $19.95

Dendrodactyls and heating oil, a Hoddevik-carro, a Leonardo drawing, a corpse with an alibi, a truly poisonous letter...just drawing, a corpse with an alibi, a truly poisonous letter...just a serial killer obsession... and a truly poisonous letter...

Mystery/thriller PBK $19.95

The author of The House of Providence now brings us his first novel in the vein of the great masters of dark fiction.

FATAL DEBT

GAPPER, John

A corpse in a scrutinised, a headstone at traffic jam. From Japan to a pacy adventure filled with double identities, double back-stories, double-crosses...

HAMILTON, Ian

THE DISCIPLE OF LAS VEGAS

Mystery PBK $19.95

This book stands on its own very well. My personal recommendation would be to read the entire series. Each book is a window into a fascinating country - Crimepunk

STAKE & EGGS

CHILD, Lois

When a watercolourist moves to the woods behind the Cockatoo Club-bar, seaman finds her town's most handsome banker beside a wreath stuck in the snow...